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July, 2021
Dear Parishioners,
As we once again have holding news
from the pandemic, and for many
hopes are dashed in being unable to
fully re-open, get back to work, or
arrange social functions. We continue
to pray for those who are ill or affected
by the pandemic and the restrictions we
live under.
Some good things are happening and
this week I went up the scaffolding of
Kingsland Church to see the masonry
work that is going on under the watchful
eye of Ryan Harris who is running the
day to day work on the building. The
back walls of the building have moved
over time, and work has been done to
stabilise the cracks and repoint the
wall. This week, over the windows in
the South Wall, wooden beams have
been discovered that obviously hold up
the roof on that side. There is a story as
to how and why they were put in, which
we can only imagine.
The Great East Window has been
taken out and over to Jim Budd’s
workshop in Gladestry and we’re
hoping that there will be a visit there to
see him at work on the window - a
master craftsman at work. Also there
will be hard-hat tours in and around the
building at some point, so do let us
know if you would like to take part in

either of these occasions and we’ll
keep you in touch with when and
where.
We have welcomed Liz Niven as our
community activities officer and she will
be arranging these days. You can
contact her on
liz.kingslandcommunity@gmail.com
either to let her know that you would
like to go on one of these visits, or if
you would like to volunteer.
Thank you to those who have
contributed or have bought plants from
the table outside the rectory. £100 was
collected in May and all goes to the
work of the church.
Rev Katie Smith will be priested in the
Cathedral on Saturday July 3rd and we
are waiting to hear how many of us can
go and join her there in the
celebrations. On Sunday July 4th at
11am at Aymestrey Church she will
celebrate her first communion and we
will be able to join in this service
Weddings and baptisms are now
beginning to happen in our churches
and we would be glad to hear from any
who would like their children baptised.
The birth of a child is so precious and
many have been born under the cover
of lockdown. Baptism is the placing of
that child in God’s hands, and
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welcoming them into the family of faith.
It is a thanksgiving and a commitment
to bring up your child in the faith of God
who made us.
I’m hoping there will be a concert on
Saturday 17th July at 7pm in the
evening with my boys and Ben Moss, a
folk musician from London, but as you
know arranging anything at the moment
is a can of worms so do look out for the
posters and buy a ticket to support the
work of the church.
I look forward to seeing some more of
you as we journey onwards and let’s
continue to keep safe and keep others
safe. With every blessing
Julie

Shopmobility
We provide mobility scooters,
wheelchairs
and
powered
wheelchairs on a daily hire basis
for anyone with permanent or
temporary
mobility
difficulties
wishing
to
visit
Hereford,
Leominster, Ledbury or Ross.
Please contact:
Hereford
Leominster
Ledbury
Ross

01432 342166
01568 616755
01531 636001
01989 763388
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Luctonians Sports Club (July 2021)

is a serious understatement.

June 21st is approaching as I write but the
freedoms promised on that date seem to be
receding. When will politicians stop trying
to outguess viruses, a total mismatch.
Better to keep quiet and let them think
you’re stupid than to open your mouth and
prove it! But that’s not what this column is
supposed to be about so let’s press on.

Our 1st and 2nd fifteens are still training
hard and are looking forward to pre-season
matches against The Royal Artillery, Dings
Crusaders and Newport (Salop).
The
th
league season starts on September 4 when
our first fifteen undertakes the long trip to
Hull. It takes an army of volunteers to
ensure that all our programmes and
commitments run smoothly and the quality
of our organization is such that we
frequently get contacted by other clubs
asking how they can replicate our many
successes. I’m not, of course, forgetting
our employed staff , Smithy, Charlotte and
Wayne, who are the cement that holds
everything together.

There is a shedload of activities happening
at Luctonians at the moment. All our
cricket sides are in full swing and in one
week at the end of May every single team
at both senior and junior levels won all their
matches, an event that allegedly last
happened many years ago when we
probably only ran two sides anyway. We
have got over 30 cricketers registered in our
U 7’s group alone and 150 lady rounder
players are also signed up. Meantime, the
Luctonians Golf Society is enjoying a full
calendar of events and I haven’t even
mentioned the rugby yet, so you will see
that my statement “a shedload of activities”

It seems to have become a habit of mine
lately to end with a reference to
Aberystwyth but try as I may, I can’t seem
to fit it in this month. Just to clarify the
situation I’m not from Aberystwyth but was
born and brought up in Llandovery. In
those days Aberystwyth was as far away
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and as mysterious as Addis Ababa and it
took me until 1946 before I finally got there
on a Sunday School trip. But it was “well
worth the wait”, as they say in
Aberystwyth.
Huw Davies

Kingsland Cubs
Kingsland Cubs have been back to face to
face scouting since Easter and are enjoying
being back. We have enjoyed firelighting,
gardening and tracking plus many
other outside activities. We even have
some new faces. At present we are using
The Millennium Green for our meetings. If
you know of anyone aged between 7.5 and
10.5 years who would like to join us please
contact
kingslandcubscouts@googlemail.com
If there are any adults who would like to
join us we are also looking for an assistant
leader and a treasurer.
Akela (Karen Jones BEM)
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Vignette by Rick
The hotel dining-room was hushed and
grand. We sat at our table, by a window
overlooking the sea, and chatted, quietly,
about our day’s exploration of the nearby
city, and the surrounding countryside. The
waitresses moved silently over the deeply
carpeted floor – almost ghost-like in their
black dresses and white aprons, attending to
every need. One had only to look in their
direction to get an immediate, but quiet,
response! Deirdre and I had chosen this
hotel especially because of its Victorian style,
spaciousness and comfort. We had been
several times before and didn't mind paying a
bit more for the little luxuries... which made
all the difference! There was, for instance, a
middle aged man in full evening dress, quietly
playing the big, black, concert grand piano in
one of the recesses some way from us. He
seemed to have an endless repertoire of light
classical music. The clientele were, shall we
say 'over sixty' (and some a couple of

decades older!) We fitted in... somewhere in
between . Nearly all the men were in either
evening dress, or a dark suit, and many of the
ladies wore long dresses. They all fitted in
well with high ceilings, glittering chandeliers
and baroque moulded pilasters.
The imposing menu had so many choices..
and the wine list even more. We pondered.
Deirdre eventually decided that, as we were
'at the sea-side', she would have a salmon
based starter – and then a piece of Turbot
(plus all the trimmings!) for the main course.
I went for the steak (medium- rare) with a
starter of brown toast and pate. Our mouths
were watering! Then the wine waiter was
sent over. I think that he was hoping for a
more lucrative order, but he eventually served
our requirements (of a glass of sparkling
water for Deirdre and a reasonable French
red wine for me).. with a great flourish and
style.. and even a smile
Although most of the tables were already in
use, we noticed that the one in the next
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window recess had not yet been taken. We
both decided that we would forecast the
likely occupants, after all we had nothing
better to do, whilst we waited for the
scrumptious first course to appear.
'I think it might be a young couple...possibly
with a child,' was Deirdre's guess...' It always
takes them longer to get ready'.... (as an exteacher, she should know.).. 'I hope not' I
said, thinking of the possible disruption to
this immaculate scene.
Perhaps foolishly, I forecast that the
newcomers would be an elderly couple who
might have taken longer to get ready.
Our first-courses came, immaculately
presented, and we started to enjoy the subtle
tastes and the whole ambience of the
surroundings. There was a quiet hum of
conversation backed-up by a classical
Nocturne on the piano. We were about halfway through our first course, when I spotted
the couple coming towards the next table.
They were definitely 'Old'.
'There', I said to Deirdre 'I win!' But life
always has a surprise up its sleeve!
With the help of a young and strong man
from the reception area, the latecomers were
shoe-horned, into their seats. Glancing
round for a better look, I could only see a
very portly Clerical gentleman and his
extremely tall wife (or perhaps Lady friend?)
In a trice, the waitress descended upon them,
followed by the wine waiter. For a short
while there were mutterings about the menu,
and the white wine was delivered to their
table! In the mean-time our main courses
had arrived and we were truly enjoying the
meal. We could still hear some snatches of
conversation form the next table. Thank
goodness the tables were well spaced.. and
they were not too close to us.
Deirdre could see what was happening. I
couldn't without turning round. 'They're
having an argument,' she said. I couldn't

miss out on this, so I moved my chair and
place-setting closer to hers so that I wouldn't
miss-out on anything- a public argument in
this place seemed unreal! The wife was now
standing-up and saying, 'I'm not sitting here a
minute longer! There's a definite draught
from the window. There's a free table over
there'. Drawing herself up to her full and
imperious height, she demanded, loudly, 'Are
you coming?, Bring the menu with you!' By
this time the whole room was agog to see the
outcome of these demands. Full forks were
stopped half way to mouths! In the alcove,
the pianist stopped playing!
The Reverend gentleman did his best to
comply with his wife's directions, but the
mass of his body, and the obvious illnesses
of age, militated against him. In grabbing
the two large menus, he knocked one of the
wine glasses onto the floor and, in trying to
save it, the second one followed. A waitress
and the young man who had originally
helped, came back to help him cross the
room to where his wife was sitting.
Within minutes, it was as though the incident
hadn't occurred. Tables had been reset and
all evidence of the disturbing event,
removed. The sound of the piano returned!
The Vicar and his partner were subdued.
The hum of general conversation resumed.
Doubtless all were debating who was to
blame for this unnecessary hiatus. We
certainly were! But that's life. Unexpected
things happen!
The pudding course was exquisite!
Help with delivering the Kingsland News
Anyone who would like to help to deliver the
Kingsland News in the Cobnash area of the
village (fewer than 30 copies) should get in
touch with me on 01568 708672 as soon as
possible.

David Noon (Editor\)
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Nature Notes
Thankfully after a cold, damp May, June
burst forth and has thus far provided us with
our first real taste of summer. Cereal, grass
and potato crops shot on – it’s amazing with
the warmth and moisture just how quickly
our plant life in our farms and gardens
explodes when the conditions are right.
Water, as I mentioned last year, can be
critical and can be scarce for our birds. They
need to obtain drinking water and to bathe to
keep their feathers in condition and help
keep mites and other pests off their bodies.
I note up on the Wye the rare Twaite shad,
(apart from their annual return to the Wye
above Glasbury) England’s rarest fish, is now
navigating up the Severn for the first time in
180 years. A new fish pass at Diglis Weir,
Worcester has enabled huge numbers of the
species to swim up the Severn to reach their
spawning grounds.
The numbers had
plummeted due to man-made barriers built
since the 1840s.
Exciting to see the
creatures return to the river after 200 years!
The pass will also help migratory salmon,
possibly sea trout, and even coarse fish such
as barbel. I believe there is a viewing gallery
there – you can watch the fish swim by,
when they do!
The other unusual visitor to our rivers is the
sea lamprey. They have just been witnessed
again up at Glasbury spawning and creating
their redds. A peculiar, almost prehistoric
fish, it has a mouth rather like a sucker and it
is known that they will sometimes suck and
attach themselves to returning atlantic
salmon and get a free lift up the river, saving
them the arduous job of swimming against
the strong current and then dropping off at
the appropriate bus stop for their breeding
purposes.
Also on the Wye due to the ongoing
concerns of pollution from nitrates and
phosphates, there is a Wye walk taking place
from the headwaters with a bottle of spring

water down to the estuary to try and illustrate
the difficulties we all face in our enjoyment
and use of the river system which is still in
danger of becoming highly polluted. These
have disastrous effects on our aquatic life and
even ourselves as water is often extracted at
Hay, Hereford and other sources for drinking
purposes. I hasten to add it is treated before
you get it out of your taps.

In the air, the acrobatics of the swifts is quite
amazing. The other evening, a beautiful
warm night just before dusk at a farmhouse
near Weobley, I observed hundreds of swifts
diving and darting all around the buildings at
great speed, taking their late supper and
when they were full almost driving
themselves into the walls of the farmhouse
and disappearing into their nests without
stopping. They must have some pretty
impressive brakes!
On our farms the annual round of straw sales
will be taking place with farmers buying straw
for their winter requirements, usually in early
July prior to the harvest which won’t be far
off. I see the barleys are already starting to
turn and the wheat ears swelling with grain.
It is nature providing for all our food and
needs. Let’s hope summer continues its
merry way and all are able to enjoy it.

Jack Daw
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THE PUBLICACCESS

DEFIBRILLATOR
IS MOVING
The public-access defibrillator at
Markhams Garage is to be moved to

The Mortimer Medical Practice
Croase Orchard Surgery,
Kingsland
The public-access defibrillator will be reth
located on 7 July, 2021, and placed on the
external wall of the practice next to the main
entrance.

Kingsland Parish Council
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G. D. Lloyd
TIMBER
CONSTRUCTIONS
The Workshop, Sodgley Farm
Kingsland HR6 9PY








Exterior and Interior Carpentry
Bespoke:
Stables,
Garages
Workshops
Roofing
Timber Floors
Painting








Doors
Windows
Glazing
Tiling
Fencing
Decorating

For a free quotation
ring Gary on: 07966
766963
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Messy Church
We gathered outside in the sunshine on the
first Sunday in June, since my weather
prayers were answered again! Dolls were
baptised, water was used to make marble
pictures and to douse newly planted seeds,
and we played a game to remember those
who do not have the clean water and
sanitation we sometimes take for granted.
Our Bible story told of those who flocked to
listen to John the Baptist and chose to be
baptised in the River Jordan, and how we
have that choice today - even though Rev
Julie has yet to do a river baptism, but is all
ready to go in our temporary church at
Coronation Hall!
I do need to extend apologies for those who
are on our 'mailing list' who did not get the
June email, technical gremlins I'm afraid.
In July we will again be meeting outside at
Coronation Hall and we will be celebrating
and dancing, inspired by the story in the
Bible about Miriam after the Israelites had
crossed the Red Sea. All children with their
families or friends are welcome, 9.30am
Sunday 4th July for about 45 minutes, for
activities and a celebration service with a
Bible story, song and prayers.

Wendy Maddocks
Kingsland Millennium Green
As many of you will be aware, the Annual
General Meeting of the Kingsland
Millennium Green Trust was delayed until a
date in July, due to covid-19. However, at
the time of writing it is still not certain when
restrictions will be lifted and so the Trustees
have decided to delay it again until Saturday
25th September. The Coronation Hall has
been booked and formal notice of the AGM
and the agenda will be sent out nearer the
time.
There are still upkeep costs for the Green,
although fundraising has been curtailed.

There is a way in which everyone can help
however, and that is to join up to the
Quarterly Draw. This gives cash prizes and
we encourage all who enjoy the benefits of
the Green, to join. The cost is very small.
Please contact either Jackie (708281) or
Helen (07790273624)
It is clear the Green has been greatly
appreciated during the last year and we are
proud to have kept it in good order with
both professional and voluntary help. Please
feel free to make use of the fresh air and
exercise options, whilst ensuring that you
stay safe and well.
It is a project supported by the individuals in
the community.. It should be noted that the
maintenance of the Green is totally funded
by voluntary contributions received from
within the Community. No funding is
received from either the Parish Council or
Herefordshire Council. The Trustees are
extremely grateful for the continued support
from the residents of Kingsland.

Andrew Parsons (708592)
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Become a magistrate in Herefordshire
Staffordshire and West Mercia Advisory
Committee is seeking applications from those
interested in becoming a magistrate on the
Herefordshire Bench where new magistrates
are needed in the Adult Criminal Court.
These are voluntary positions; you do not
need legal training or formal qualifications to
become a magistrate and we are looking for
applications from across the county and from
all sections of the community.
Magistrates are not paid (although some
allowances can be claimed), and those who
are successful in being appointed must be
able to attend training and sit in court for at
least 13 days a year – this is a minimum
requirement.
Anyone between the ages of 18 and 65 may
apply. Applications are particularly welcome
from members of Black and Minority Ethnic
communities, people under the age of 50,
people in paid employment, and people with

a disability who are able, either unassisted or
with the benefit of reasonable adjustments,
to carry out the full range of a magistrate’s
duties.
If you are interested in being considered for
appointment and want to find out more
about the work of a magistrate and how to
apply, see: www.gov.uk/become-magistrate
or email swmjco@justice.gov.uk
Applications for the Adult criminal court
open on 1st August 2021 and close on
September 10th with interviews being held
later in the year. Prior to submitting an
application at least one observation visit must
be made to a magistrate’s court where
magistrates [rather than a District Judge] are
sitting; each visit should be for a minimum of
half a day.
Magistrates will tell you what a worthwhile
and rewarding position this is, as well as
doing something vital within the community.
Friendships are formed and magistrates enjoy
each other’s company
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Royal British Legion
Wreaths at the Memorial.
Visitors to
the Memorial will have noticed that the
various wreaths have disappeared. Both
those laid in November 2020 and the one in
May 2021 were blown away by the unusual
weather.
Brian Markham has kindly
offered to provide stakes at the site to
which, in future, we can firmly secure our
wreaths.
Branch Meetings,
Here we
go again! Because of the delay in easing
Covid 19 restrictions we will not hold a
meeting on 5th July. We have survived for
15 months so another extension will not, it
is hoped, prove fatal!
Gordon Browne (Chairman)
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Oil Boiler, AGA and Rayburn
For service and repair call:

Bill Moss Oil Boiler
Services
of Leominster, your local OFTEC
registered oil engineer.
Replacement Oil Storage tanks supplied and
fitted.
Tel: 01568 611132 (Mob: 07711899062)
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Kingsland Bowls Club
midMay-midJune 2021
Freeze, you’re a Marker!
The rain didn’t stay mainly on the plain - to
the end of May it also rolled down our necks;
those with scorecards but no folders found
that pens went straight through the card like
a knife into butter. After a sunny start to the
Joe Wade cup on 16th May, we all ended up
soggy. The Bert Bengry triples competition
had to be moved to 6th June.
This did not prevent the usual happy chaos
as all and sundry tried to arrange first-round
club competition matches, including markers
– all single matches need one.
To my mind, it’s far more tiring to mark than
to play. A good marker knows the rules, has
a steady hand, a quiet tongue and a friendly
but reserved demeanour - rather like a living
statue – it can be a chilly position. Still, it’s
enjoyable to prowl round the head and
silently decide what the score is before the
players hurry in to have a look and before
they agree on the score and you dash to put it
on the board.
No advice, no opinions - and it is not
advisable to applaud either player, or to smirk
when your friend plays a blinder. You can
venture a cautious “Well, I favour yours..,” if
asked who is holding shot.
If you like
holding forth, your best chance is the formal
opening – “I will centre the jack before play
begins; I will mark a toucher before the next
bowl is delivered; with your permission I will
remove dead bowls from the ditch: I will
give short answers only to any specific
queries - have a good game!”
Yes, it’s a hard life being a marker; and I
forgot to mention that you may need to take
the knee, the knee in question being yours as
you get down onto the green to measure who

is closer to that nice little white ball. (No, no,
you are not measuring the players - even if
they could do with a new suit- confine
yourself to the bowls.)
Club Night has seen a good show of
members playing and socialising. We are
very happy to host a number of new faces,
many of them already experienced bowlers –
we welcome you all and hope you enjoy our
club and our events. We still hope to put on
a Club Open Day later in the season; if
you’re interested, come on in, the grass is
lovely, thanks to Mr Super Green and team –
contact us, or turn up on a Tuesday Club
Night, usually from about 6pm.
The start of June saw Terry and Rob PM win
their first round Senior Men’s Pairs match,
while Susanna came through her first-ever
Ladies Senior Singles first round. (She is
currently developing the” Barnes Wallis”
method of bowling – launch bowl while
higher, and let it bounce, thus cutting weight
down – strangely enough, it was not greeted
with great enthusiasm – not an elegant style,
but it works. (Sometimes.)
Meanwhile, the men had been drawn against
Ross in the Hereford Times Cup; they put up
a valiant defence, but got the silver medal.
In prospect: we hope to play some interclub
matches from 26th June, including visits to
Kington and Hereford. The Oz Pairs League
continues on Thursday eves – aren’t you glad
you’re not an Emu?! Hereford Men’s League
is in progress, while the Ladies have signed
up for Top Club and the Kington Shield.
Our Anniversary Cup competition will take
place on 24th July – an all-day Club affair.
Kingsland Bowling is alive and rolling!
- if you want to know more about us, please
feel free to contact me,:
Susanna Checketts
(01568 77546)
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MARTIN
CADWALLADER
BUILDING AND
LANDSCAPING

 Extensions
 Renovations
 Groundworks
 Hard Landscaping

Tel: 01568 782223
Mob: 07870355734
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Kingsland Flower Show 2021
In the absence of a Show this year, we are
holding a Scarecrow competition combined
with a Trug of Vegetables competition. An
Entry Form for either category will be
available from Kingsland Village Shop,
Kingsland Life website or Stone Mill, The
Wardens, Kingsland.
The Trug of Vegetables, which must only
include home grown items, is to be
displayed outside your home for judging on
the afternoon of Sunday 29th August.
The Scarecrow entries are to be displayed
outside your home on the 28th and 29th
August for judging the same afternoon. The
decision of the Flower Show Committee will
be final and prizes will be presented at the
Corners Inn in conjunction with the Grand
Potato Competition on Monday 30th August.
Any questions should be addressed to the
KFS Secretary, Caroline Southgate, on
01568 708010.
Kingsland Flower Show Committee

Charlie Dog’s
Grooming Parlour






Bathing
Clipping
Nail Cutting
Canine Massage
Human & Animal Reiki

Professional Service
Grooming since 1998
Please call
Keli Partridge on:
01568709190 or
07967005102.

7, Boarsfield, Kingsland
www.cdgrooming.co.uk
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Professional Cleaning of Carpets, Rugs,
Upholstery
Using a new innovative system, we offer a fast, efficient, high quality
carpet cleaning service, with no mess or fuss






Cleans, disinfects and applies anti-static coating
Guarantees not to stretch, shrink or split seams
Leaves carpet pH neutral, no resoiling sticky residues
Extremely quiet operation
Environmentally Friendly too, using natural products
Dry in 30 Minutes

Homes

Offices

Hotels

Clubs

Call today:
Rainbow International, Unit 21, Evans
Business Centre, Brunel Road, Leominster, HR6 0LX
Telephone: 01568 617710

For Your Free, No Obligation Quote
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Music in Quiet Places.
We are extremely fortunate that the Cellist
and Conductor Orlando Jopling has agreed
to perform for Herefordshire Historic
Churches Trust with a concert this Autumn
on October 9th. in Canon Pyon Church.
Alongside his performing and teaching
career Orlando has given almost 125 solo
recitals in beautiful UK churches raising
funds for their upkeep as part of his Cello
Pilgrimage.
He has worked with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, English Chamber
Orchestra and the London Mozart Players.
He has played as guest cellist with
conductors such as Bernard Haitink, Mark
Elder, Ricardo Muti and Sir Simon Rattle
and has given recitals in places as diverse
as the United States, European destinations,
Israel and India. We hope very much that
you will be able to join us for his
programme of inspiring music. Tickets
from An evening of sublime cello music
from the renowned Orlando Jopling | LineUp (lineupnow.com)

O. Mabbort
Blacksmith
TRADITIONAL BLACKSMITH
Gates, railings, window casements,
hand rails, hinges and latches …
Contact Owen:
Call - 01568708134
or 07971979223
Email o.mabbort@btinternet.com
or visit …
The Dales, Shirlheath,
Kingsland
Website
www.omabbortblacksmith.co.u
k
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A Great Adventure (Episode 1) By Rick
When you are planning to sell-up in dear
old Kingsland and start a new life in
Australia, the planning has to be detailed
and extensive. In the early part of this
century, my wife Jean and I, decided that,
having had two previous holidays there and
enjoyed every moment of it, we should take
the plunge and apply for an Australian
retirement visa!
It took months to get this, with checks on us
and pretty well every aspect of our lives.
Original documents, birth and marriage
certificates, bank references, police records
- the list seemed un-ending! Once this
hurdle had been passed... they wanted full
medical
records
and
a
detailed
examinations by a doctor. (No! Not by our
own doctor, but by an Australian
practitioner, of which there were only six or
seven in England). We eventually found
one near Gloucester and found him to be
both thorough and helpful! Somehow we
passed....but it took some time for us to get
over the size of his bill
I remember Jean and I sitting down and
raising our glasses to the fact that we had
complied with all the requirements! How
mistaken we were. Letters from the Aussie
Immigration office came thick and fast.
What was to be our contact address and
telephone number once we arrived there?
When were we actually arriving? Which
Aussie bank were we using? We would
need comprehensive health insurance cover
for a year on our arrival. Let them have
the details.....etc. Our piles of paperwork
just grew and grew!
Fortunately, we had 'back-up'!.....We had
close relatives in the area around Brisbane
where we wanted to settle, and they were
happy for us to stay with them for a month
or so whilst we found our own place.... and
in England we arranged for our elder son,

Philip ,who lived in Yorkshire to look after
all our residual bills, finances, taxes,
pensions etc. The whole thing was a
minefield.
At last, we were able to put our house on
the market! Then all we needed was our
tickets for the flights to our place in the sun.
On our previous holiday trips we had
travelled eastwards and enjoyed 'stop-offs'
on the way, to break up the long flights.
I've always used the same 'flight agency' to
sort out the best, and cheapest routes, book
hotels and to provide an all-in cost. This
was to be a one-way trip.
The charming and very knowledgeable lady
I spoke to on the phone, took her time to
ascertain possible dates and details. I
mentioned that I was arranging for all our
furniture and worldly goods to be shipped
by container vessel direct to Australia. 'So
we will be travelling light!' I said. Her next
words took me by surprise. 'Why don't
you make a holiday of it and buy a 'Roundthe-world' Ticket?
Usually it’s only
marginally more than the direct Australian
flight.
'You might like to go on the
westward route taking in America, the
Pacific islands, New Zealand, and
Australia. You can still get there long
before your Container gets there! Think
about it and ring me back next week!'
Why hadn't Jean and I thought of that! As
retirees, we could do just as we pleased. All
it needed was a lot of phone calls and
planning!
We came up with a workable
plan for our trip.. and booked it! The house
sold easily, we disposed of two cars and got
rid of a lot of stuff that had accumulated
over the past years and eventually the
remaining essentials were all packed into a
large removal van - and we vacated the
property. The worst part of it was saying
farewell to all our good friends and
neighbours in the village. What had we
done?
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In hind-sight we had planned the holiday of
a life-time - and visited many places, which
otherwise we could not even have
imagined! Probably the most interesting
part was meeting-up with the local people,
wherever we went.
Our first destination was Toronto, in
Canada…. To be continued!
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insertions
Full Page
½ Page
¼ Page
⅛ Page

1
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£30
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£140
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£50
£30

Advertising in the Kingsland News
This monthly publication is circulated to
every household in Kingsland Village (Print
run 570) free of charge. Advertising is
accepted (provided the material is fit for
publication) on completion of the form
available from me (David Noon, 5 Highfield
Close, Kingsland LEOMINSTER HR6 9RS,
email noondr@aol.com or Tel: 708672) or
from the Post Office, and payment should
preferably be by BACS or cheque to
“Kingsland P.C.C. Bookstall Account”.
(Ed.)

And now I just step back and let the
grilling
process
destroy
any
nutritional value it might have had!

